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Abstract:

The possibility for driving current in large tokamak plasmas using
the fast magnetosonic wave is analysed in terms of linear propagation-
absorption, and also in terms of quasilinear absorption through an
hamiltonian analysis of the wave-particle interaction. The tokamak
geometry is shown to strongly influence the capability for the fast wave to
sustain a significant part of the toroidal current. Synergetic effects with
other scenarios are also discussed.

Introduction:

Two determinant aspects will influence the future developments in
magnetic fusion research. The first one concerns the thermal divergence
itself, and the physical and technological problems it brings up. The
second question of interest remains the prolongation of the discharges,
and the characteristics of steady-state plasmas. This prolongation
demands, in a tokamak configuration, to sustain the plasma toroidal
current, either inductively by increasing the central coil flux, and thus the
size of the device, or non inductively by giving toroidal momentum to
plasma particles.

Several non inductive schemes exist for driving current in
tokamaks. They all are issued from the existing additional heating
systems: neutral beam injection in the direction parallel to the
confinement magnetic field, or dissymmetric wave-particle interaction at
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various frequency ranges ( Electron Cyclotron, Lower Hybrid or Ion
Cyclotron Range of Frequency ).

The hot ( Te = 25 keV ) and dense ( ne = 1020 nv3 ) reactor relevant
plasmas compel these different systems to significant technological and
theoretical improvements. For instance, the ÏTER project [N1][L1]
requires 75 MW of l.SMeV Deuterium or Hydrogen neutral beams to
assure penetration to the magnetic axis for central neutral beam current
drive (NBCD). This demands, in particular, the development of reliable
negative-ion sources. The scenarios using launched waves must generally
face both propagation and absorption problems. Moreover, the best
current drive efficiencies are obtained in cases where a parallel
absorption is directly performed on electrons.

After a short review of the several current drive scenarios envisaged
for the reactor, using wave-particle interactions, we focus on the direct
coupling between the fast magnetosonic wave ( in the Ion Cyclotron
Range of Frequency ) and the electrons, from the collisionless transfer of
momentum point of view. This includes a complete description of the
electron phase space topology, taking into account the specific tokamak
geometry.

I. Non Inductive Current Drive using wave absorption:

a. Lower Hybrid Current Drive:

Among the direct methods for transfering parallel momentum to
electrons, the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) is, on tokamaks, the
most tried one. It is based on the absorption of the electrostatic slow
branch of the hybrid wave, in the range of frequency between the ion and
the electron cyclotron frequencies: <aCi « co « coce. and above the lower
hybrid resonance frequency. A typical value for this frequency in reactors
is w/2it = 5 GHz.

The damping mechanism on electrons is of the Landau type
following the resonance condition ky/v// + œ = 0, where the "//" subscript
refers to the direction parallel to the total magnetic field B. The parallel
wave vector is thus local and depends on the local safety factor q:

_ Nqfy) + m
~

(Ro is the major radius of the torus, and vf the poloidal flux) pRl]. N and m
are respectively the toroidal and poloidal harmonic wave numbers. The
wave is launched, from specially designed antennae, with a very narrow
dissymmetric spectrum, corresponding to a parallel index n / /ant =
k//antc/œ = 1.5-2. Figure 1 [L4] displays typical launched spectra on the
TORE SUPRA tokamak.

In the LH case, N is much larger than m, so that the spectrum
remains dissymmetric all along the wave propagation, even if the
coupling, due to the toroidal geometry, tends to populate the poloidal
harmonics, increasing the parallel index. In fact, this spectrum
enrichment is even crucial in the absorption process, for the wave is then
able to resonate with the thermal electrons and drive them to the highest
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possible parallel velocity v//rnax = c/n//ant- This phenomenon, known as the
"gap" problem, has been extensively studied [M3][E1].
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Figurel : LHCD launched power spectrum in Tore Supra, as a function of the
parallel index, for different phases between the antenna modules (5* = 0°. ±90° ).

The great density of resonance surfaces in the phase space validates
the quasilinear approximation for LHCD [F1][F2]. The quasilinear diffusion
is generally stronger than the collisional drag, and creates a plateau in the
distribution function from the thermal velocity to the highest resonant
velocity v//max, as shown on figure 2 [G1J.

Unfortunately, the lower hybrid wave suffers from an accessibility
problem, which prevents this method to efficiently sustain the current in
the center of a reactor-type plasma, where the density is of the order of
1020 nr3 with a flat profile. This accessibility problem is due to the fact
that, for a given parallel index, the perpendicular index increases with
the density, leading to a mode coalescence, and then an ion coupling.
Moreover, the lower hybrid waves that could be accessible in a reactor
plasma ( n//ant > 2 ) will be Landau damped at temperature Te = 10 keV.
outside the central zone.
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Figure 2: Level curves of the electron distribution function in the presence of
LH waves, at steady state in Tore Supra. The straight lines are the trapping
region boundaries (r/a = 0.25). U//Q and u10 are respectively the parallel and
perpendicular momentum in the equatorial plane (low field side),
normalized to (m-TJ1/2.

b. Electron Cyclotron Current Drive:

The electron cyclotron current drive ( ECCD ) method is based on
an undirect collisional effect. An electromagnetic wave, in the
X polarisation, is launched from the high field side of the plasma, at a
frequency close to the electron cyclotron frequency ( typically 100-200
GHz ). The wave is absorbed by electrons, through the first harmonics
cyclotron mechanism, in a very narrow absorption domain, located around
the cyclotron layer.

When the wave is launched non-symmetrically in the toroidal
direction, a selection in parallel velocity of the electron population occurs
[F4], following the resonance condition œ - coc + k^v,, = 0. The resonant
electrons increase their perpendicular velocity, hence their energy, and
become less collisional. This asymmetric resistivity leads to a net current
drive effect, experimentally demonstrated for example in the DIII-D
tokamak [L3], but suffering from a low current drive efficiency compared
to the LHCD scenario.

H. Collisionless effects in the case of FWCD:

The fast magnetosonic wave (FW) is currently used in the ion
cyclotron range of frequency to heat tokamak plasmas, either through a
direct coupling to the ion cyclotron motion ( first or second harmonics ),
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or through a mode conversion, around the ion-ion hybrid layer, which
provides an electronic heating [B2][S1]. Each of these mechanisms can
generate a current drive effect, in an appropriate antenna phasing
scheme [Rl].

However an efficient current drive, in particular comparable to the
LHCD scenario, requires a direct coupling of the wave to the parallel
electronic motion. The FW fulfils this condition, though the absorbed
power is completely negligible when an ion cyclotron absorption is
simultaneously present. The wave frequency must then be chosen in
order to avoid all ion cyclotron interaction.

a. The coupling mechanisms:

The momentum transfer between the fast wave and the tokamak
electrons is a resonant mechanism, involving two forces. The first one is
due to the parallel electric field 5E//. It leads to the so-called electron
Landau damping (ELD), accountable for the current drive effect in the
LHCD scenario. The second force is much more specific to the FW. It
results from the existence of a strong parallel magnetic perturbation SB//
generated by the wave, having a non negligible gradient along the
magnetic field lines. The resulting force HeV/ySB//, where |j.e is the electron
magnetic moment, is a cyclotronic averaged effect called transit time
magnetic pumping (TTMP). We can here notice that this effect is
proportional to the perpendicular energy W± of the electron, which is one
of the main interests of this scheme.

The slab, hot plasma, first ion cyclotron harmonic Taylor expansion
of the dispersion relation [S2J[M1][C1] gives the wave polarisation and
indicates that the resulting forces are antagonist. The Maxwellian
averaged effect, and thus the driven current, appears to vanish for a
critical perpendicular energy W±crit. The slab model leads to:

o>2
WXcrit = kTe + r mec2

CUpi2

where kTe is the bulk electron thermal energy, <Bpi/27t the ion plasma
frequency, co/27t the wave frequency, me the electron mass and c the light
velocity. The difference between Wicrit and the thermal energy increases
with the wave frequency, and is inversly proportional to the ratio P of the
kinetic pressure to the magnetic pressure:

WlcIit-kTe 1 co2

p cuci2 mi

where Zj is the ionic charge number. The ELD dominates in the phase
space domain under the critical energy, and the TTMP dominates above
this perpendicular energy.

In practical cases, two scenarios can be envisaged, taking into
account that all ion cyclotronic absorption must be avoided. Either the
wave frequency is taken well above the first cyclotronic harmonics (
namely, the first and the second one ), in low-p plasmas, or the wave
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frequency is chosen under any cyclotronic harmonics, particularly in
high-p plasmas. In the first case, the absorption mechanism is exclusively
the electron Landau damping. In the second case, relevant for reactor
plasmas, both mechanisms are present, and the critical energy is as low
as possible, very close to the thermal energy.

b. The electromagnetic structure of the fast wave:

The :fast .magnetpsonic wave ( or Alfven compressional wave ) is
mainly characterized by a transverse electric field 8Ex, a parallel magnetic
field SB//, and a relatively small parallel electric field ÔE// « SEx- The
transverse wave number follows kx < CÛ/CA , where CA. is the Alfven
velocity, and œ/2ji the wave frequency [G2]. For thermal ions kxpc « 1.
where pc is the Larmor radius. The parallel launched wave number k// is
dependent on the relative geometry of the antenna array and the torus.
The evolution of the parallel wave number, as the wave propagates
through the plasma is of crucial interest for the current drive problem.

A complete description thus needs 3 field components, for example
a perpendicular vector potential SAx and a scalar potential 5U ( the gauge
condition 8A// = 0 is generaly chosen ).

In a practical cases, the perpendicular wavelength ^x is of the order
of the torus minor radius a. Then, for the ITER project, the major radius
is RO = 6 m, a = 2.15 m, the central density is n = 1.2 1020 nr3, the
central magnetic field B0 = 5 T, and a frequency of 19 MHz leads to CA = 7
106 ms-1, and A.X Z 0.4 m. The wave structure is very sensitive to the limit
conditions, the exact geometry and the absorption mechanisms.

A full wave description remains necessary to compute the
propagation-absorption of such a wave. A variational linear self-consistent
formulation [G2] of the Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations, using the
action-angle variables for the particle motion description and a complete
magnetic equilibrium, allowed us to build a full wave computation. A first
version using the approximation 8E// = 0 ( and the gauge condition 8A// =
0 ) led to the 2D numerical code ALCYON [G2][B3], specialized in the ion
heating scenarios ( minority heating, mode conversion, second harmonic
heating ). The computation result is the field 8Ax which extremalizes the
functional form £i[8Ax, SAx*] with respect to all the variations of SAx*. LI
being equivalent to the linearized Maxwell-Vlasov equations. Such a
formulation allows us to use a complete description of the unperturbed
particle motion, as well as a precise modélisation of the perturbation,
through the hamiltonian dynamics and the action-angle variables.

The SE// = 0 constraint has been relaxed, in the second version of
this code, which now takes into account a perpendicular vector potential
SAx, and a scalar potential SU, in a global functional form XalSAx, SU, SAx*.
SU*]. The model takes into account the electron effects on the wave
absorption, but also on its propagation, in a first ion Larmor radius
expansion. In order to keep the same numerical structure in both
versions, the extremalization with respect to SU* has been performed
analytically. £2 is then equivalent to a new functional form /^[SAx, 8Ax*],
with an analytical constraint between 8U and SA±. Following the
preceeding assumptions, SU and SAx are linked through:
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where (ithe is the electron thermal magnetic moment. £3 can then be
extremalized in the exact same numerical way than L,\.

The computation gives the field maps in a poloidal section of the
torus, as well as the different absorption profiles, for each toroidal
harmonic number N. The first results can be summarized as follows: the
FW is launched in an ITER plasma ( which main characteristics are given
in the figure 3 caption ). The antenna is located on the low field side of
the torus and has a poloidal extension of ± 0.4 m from the equatorial
plane. The wave frequency is 19 MHz, so that no ion cyclotron resonance
layer exists in the plasma. The figure 3 displays the real part of the
parallel magnetic perturbation 5B//, for the given toroidal wave number
N=5 ( the antenna is fed in a poloidal monopole configuration ).
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Figure 3: 2D-poloidal section of the real part of SB//, for N=5, in the
ITER Physics Phase plasma: Ip = 22 MA, B0 = 4.85 T, RQ = 6 m. a = 2.15
m, D + H plasma, r^ = 1.2 1020 nr3. Te = 10 keV.

One can notice on this poloidal map that the field structure is in fact very
similar to a cavity mode, revealing that the electron absorption is not
strong enough to insure a single pass regime. This particularity implies
that the mode coupling, due to the toroidal geometry, plays a significant
role in the field structure. Moreover in a circular cross-section plasma.
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this poloidal coupling occurs only between direct neighbours. But a non-
circular plasma cross-section (elongation + triangularity), as in the ITER
tokamak, couples each poloidal mode to its first, second, ... neighbours.

The power deposition profile, on electrons, exhibits a dependence
on the toroidal harmonic number N. Figure 4 displays the increase of the
power profile width as N is increased. This phenomenon is linked to the
correlated decrease of the resonant parallel velocities, following the
resonance condition.

0.35

0.25 -

0.15 -

0.05 -

0

r/a

Figure 4 : Electron power deposition profile as a function of the
normalized minor radius, for N=5 (-). N=10 (--) and N= 20(.-). These
profiles are normalized to an arbitrary value.
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c. Hamiltonian description of the interaction:

The capability for the FW to efficiently drive current in a reactor
scale tokamak is closely linked to the electron phase space topology, i.e.
to the decprrelation between the phase of the particle motion and the
phase of the wave. We are thus interested, in this phase space, in the
validity domain(s) of the quasiiinear approximation. The energy range for
the electrons, and the specificity of this twofold interaction justify a
detailed study of the phase space topology, in terms of intrinsic and
extrinsic chaos.

The intrinsic stochasticity description naturally takes place in the
hamiltonian formalism. The quasi-periodicity of the unperturbed motion,
in the tokamak configuration, allows us to describe the trajectories
through an action-angle system of variables [B4J. In the present case, the
resonant particles are passing electrons, for which a guiding center
approximation is valid. The three action variables J respectively represent
the magnetic momentum Ji = - mene/e, the poloidal momentum J2 =
eOrtJs/e) + qmeRov//, and the toroidal momentum Js = e^P + meRov//, for a
magnetic equilibrium characterized by a major radius RO, a poloidal flux ¥,
and a toroidal flux OrOF), which derivative with respect to Y is -qlT). The
canonically conjugate angle variables O represent the average cyclotronic
phase <l>i, the poloidal angle 02 = £, and the toroidal angle $3 = <ptor-

The possible relativistic behaviour is not taken into account in the
following description, as it does not fundamentally change the
conclusions.

The unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 only depends on J, and can be
given through its first derivatives (ùk = 9H0/3Jk - cuk(J). which are the
characteristic frequencies of the motion:

coi = 05^ = - eB/nie ; (uz ~ v///qRo ; 0)3 = v/// RQ

The perturbation 8H(J, <&, t) is the linearized, gyro-averaged perturbation
generated by the wave:

SH = < -ev.SA + eôU > = \ieSB// + eSU,

expanded in modes:

5H(J, d>, t) = £ 8HN(J) expi(NkOk + cot) + c.c.
Nk

Each mode generates a resonant surface in the phase space where:

QN(J) = NkCùk + ai = 0 with 8HN * 0.

In the present case, the resonant condition reads œ + k^v// = 0, where:
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N2 = m is directly the poloidal wave number, and N$ = N the toroidal wave
number. The mode amplitude is linked to the wave field amplitudes
through 5HN = M-elSB//^ + e(8U)N. thus giving, with the preeceding
assumptions:

5HN = ( fie - Hthe ) (5B//JN

The perturbation develops around each resonant surface an island-like
structure. The island width in the v,/ direction is then [L2][B1]:

(Av//h =
(SB,,)K

Bo
( vj.2 -

Using the Chirikov criterion, the intrinsic stochasticity will appear
in domains where islands belonging to consecutive resonances overlap.
For a given q-factor, i.e. on a given flux surface, one can map these
domains. The figure 5 displays a typical situation in the (v//, vj-space.

o

0

vpar/c

Figure 5: Stochasticity frontier in (v/;/c. vjc) space, for q=1.618
and a typical wave amplitude (Nmax = 5, AN = 5. AN2 = 3). The dotted
circles represent the thermal and the light velocity. Stochasticity
occurs in low-v,, side of this frontier.
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For a typical field amplitude and spectrum, the from.ers between the
stochastic and the adiabatic domains show the dramatic effect which
occurs around the critical perpendicular velocity, keeping in mind that
this critical velocity is very close to the thermal one. The TTMP
interaction develops a large chaotic domain, for a sufficiently large
perpendicular velocity. In the low perpendicular velocity domain,
dominated by ELD, the chaotic extension hardly overpasses half of the
light velocity.

The safety factor qpF) plays an important role in the location of the
resonant surfaces. Then, in the neighbourhood of rational and integer q-
surfaces, the families of resonant surfaces ( several NS for a given N2 wave
number ) tend to align, leading to small chaotic regions separated by large
adiabatic gaps, and thus adiabatic barriers hindering the diffusion in
parallel velocity. The figure 6 shows the phase space in the q=l region.
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: Same as figure 5, for q=1.05.

This phenomenon, due to the particular relationship between the poloidal
and toroidal frequencies, can also be displayed in the (q, vx/)-space, for a
given vj. ( figure 7 ). This mapping gives the "influence" of each rational q-
surface. The integers and the lowest rational numbers provide the
strongest effects, and one recovers that irrational numbers, as the golden
number for example, are the one which "mix" the resonance surfaces with
the best efficiency. The link between the width in the q-space and the
width in the minor-radius-space depends on the q-profile ( magnetic
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shear ). In particular, there are indications that the q=l region, identified
as the less stochastic region, is a very low shear region [W1][R2][P1].

O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Figure 7: Adiabatic domains ( dark structures ) in (v//f q) space, for
vx/c = 0.5. The spectrum is the same as ,fn figure 5, and is chosen
independent of q.

The preceeding results have been obtained with the assumption
that the wave spectrum in the plasma was the launched one. But we have
seen that the wave propagation ( and linear absorption ) is strongly
dependent on the plasma, and moreover on the geometry. A more exact
procedure consists then in computing the wave field with the ALCYON
code, taking into account all the parallel effects, in a reactor tokamak
conditions, and in using the resulting field spectrum as an input for the
non-linear effects. The main result of such a procedure seems to be an
extreme difficulty to maintain, in the plasma center region, the directivity
of the launched wave, especially in the case where the desired maximum
of this spectrum corresponds to the lowest index, i.e. to very low toroidal
numbers. The poloidal coupling is sufficiently strong to rapidly create
resonances in the undesired direction, and thus lower the directivity,
especially in the center of the discharge where the absorption is
maximum. This effect is particularly sensible in the central region of the
plasma where the safety factor is close to 1, i.e. where N2 and Na have the
same influence on k//.

Concerning the non-linear possible enhancement of the current
drive efficiency, quantitative simulations indicate that this effect will be
very small, all the more as the corresponding quasilinear diffusion
operator is not strong enough, compared to the collisional drag, to insure
the creation of a tail in the electronic parallel distribution function pi].
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The TTMP mechanism however remains a very efficient way to
couple energy to electrons in high temperature and density tokamak
plasmas. Thus a strong synergetic effect is expected to appear, when the
FW is launched simultaneously with either the lower hybrid wave or the
electron cyclotron wave. In the first case, the LH wave is supposed to
populate the gaps between the FW resonances, leading to a synergy
between the ELD on the LH wave and the ELD/TTMP on the FW. Such a
synergy has been recently observed on JET [M2HJ11. and is going to be
studied in details. Unfortunately, this scenario suffers however from the
same accessibility problem than the LHCD alone.

In the second case, the combination between an electron cyclotron
absorption, at several hundreds of GHz, and the FW parallel absorption
will allow a perpendicular distribution tail, created by ECCD, to efficiently
experience the TTMP effect on the FW. The directivity of such a scheme
would be directly dependent on the EC wave directivity. Such a scenario
will be experimented in the DIII-D tokamak, and later on TORE SUPRA.

Conclusion:

An efficient current drive effect, through a wave-particle
interaction, results from the combination of two aspects. The first one
concerns the necessity for the wave to propagate in the medium in
keeping its main characteristics, i.e. amplitude and directive spectrum.
The second aspect refers to the kinetics: the interaction must allow the
energy to irreversibly transfer from the wave to the particles (i.e. the
electrons).

The fast wave current drive problem in tokamaks gives a good
illustration to the difficulties encountered in this task. The fast
magnetosonic wave is relatively easy to launch in a hot plasma, where it
propagates without any serious cutoff problem. Its interaction with
passing electrons exists, and the TTMP damping brings a quasilinear
effect proportional to vj.4.

Unfortunately the scenario suffers from serious limitations. The
linear propagation-absorption study shows a strong degradation of the
wave directivity, as it propagates towards the discharge center, due to a
non negligible coupling between the poloidal modes of the wave.
Concerning the kinetic aspect, the twofold interaction (TTMP+ELD)
considerably reduces the amplitude of the resonances in the phase space
domain where the bulk electrons are. Moreover it reveals that the
induced quasilinear diffusion, resulting from intrinsic and/or extrinsic
decorrelation, is not strong enough to develop a significant tail in the
distribution function.

A synergy between the fast magnetosonic wave and LH or EC
current drive seems to be the best way to benefit from the transit time
magnetic pumping effect. Thus, series of experiments are planned to
determine whether the fast wave will participate to the reactor current
drive scenario.
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